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A complete explanation of Passover, the crown jewel of the biblical feasts, and how the Messiah

appears in every moment of it. One of the most basic and important Bible studies, shedding clear

light on the mysteries of the Lordâ€™s Supper.
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Luke 22: 19-20 "This bread is my body...this cup is my blood..." Stop and think for a moment, let

Zola explain the Jewish perspective on such an odd and disturbing statement. It is a foundational

part of the church, it is Communion. But what IS it?This 38 page booklet (in my original paper

version) explains Passover, and then explains Communion in context. We in the church celebrate it

regularly, but seldom stop to appreciate the Jewish context of the Passover feast as Jesus instituted

the first Communion.As usual for Zola, the complex becomes clear and concise and the Jewish

context of the early church is explained carefully so that 2 millennia later we can again understand



the full meaning of what was done, and why it became a central part of Christianity.I encountered

Zola about 30 years ago. I heard him speak just once in a small church in a small town. I've never

looked at things the same since. I bought his booklet In My Father's House at that time, then this

booklet a little later, and have enjoyed and been blessed by it ever since. Zola brought balance to

the church. He taught the Jewish context of the church without edging off into the extreme positions

of either Replacement Theology where the church replaces Israel, or the Hyper Messianic

movement which lays the observance of the full Jewish set of legal requirements onto us. We were

grafted in, not to replace Israel which still remains a separate entity before God and thru all time.

Nor do we BECOME Israel. Again, grafted in, not replacing, not becoming the root that nourishes

us. Zola brings that balance along with a fuller understanding of the Jewish roots that keep us fed by

God.I cannot over emphasize the value of Zola and his gift for making things simple. As another

favourite Christian author Dr. J. Vernon McGee once said--"putting the cookies on the bottom shelf"

meaning that the truths of the gospel should remain accessible to all believers regardless of their

age or mental abilities. The rule I abide by in teaching (Home School, Bible Studies and Sunday

School classes) is that anything taught will be better absorbed, retained and used thru life if it is

presented in the simplest possible form.I was so grieved to hear of Zola's passing a few years back.

I got my Kindle the summer of 2011 and have consistently checked every few months to see if

Zola's work made it to Kindle. I was so happy yesterday to find this here along with many others in

his booklet series. It seems that only one remains to be "kindle-ized". That is "The Signs of the End"

and I look forward to seeing it soon.I am happy to say that whoever was doing the job of creating

the Kindle version of these booklets did a superb job. The clickable table of contents works well in

each book, the formatting and the text are unchanged, as is the cover art. Small details, but

someone put loving care and attention to making sure these gems are perfect in their Kindle

setting.I can't recommend them highly enough, 5 stars hardly covers how I feel about Zola's work.

Don't despise them for their size or price. This one, and it's siblings are some of the best things you

will ever have.And for those who homeschool as I did, please consider these to introduce upper

elementary and middle schoolers to this content. I used them in personal Bible study with my

children, and like McGee's stuff, these are so easy for the young to understand, that they are

valuable just in that context alone.Simple concise teaching is a jewel. For pastors, teachers and

Bible Study leaders, your students may not have the ability to grasp and retain long scholarly

dissertations, but this they can easily absorb into busy overloaded stress filled lives. Ditto for

personal study.



This book will make Communion very meaningful the next time I participate in it. As Christians, we

must never forget our Jewish Heritage.

I have a read eight of Zola Levitt books, he has became my favorite author, I plan on purchasing

airy book possible that I can purchase written by him. Even to this day the Holy Spirit pours out

much wisdom and knowledge from the labor that was done by Zola Levitt. His work will truly edify

you as a reader.

This was a gift to a Jewish friend. They love it, as do I. Easy to read and exciting to understand.

Most of members of churches who are trying to diligently follow the teachings of Jesus the Christ

grow up with no cultural understanding of the Middle East or Judaism, and so we carry with us lots

of misunderstandings of idioms and teachings that people who were actually with Jesus understood.

Communion as practiced in our modern churches is usually a very watered down version of the

feast that it was for Jesus and his followers. This short pamphlet helps close the understanding gap

in a delightful way--

Zola does a wonderful job at making the Passover understandable and relevant to the New

Covenant!

Zola Levitt encourages the reader to give this book to a Jew. To those Jewish people reading my

review, I would love to give you a copy to read. I encourage you to get a copy of this book, one way

or another! For Christians seeking understanding, I would love to give you a copy to read. I

encourage you to get a copy of this book, one way or another! You will be blessed.

So, informative...especially for us Goy..The Passover Lamb, central, oh so central to the Gospel..all

those symbolic representations of Messiah!!! Everyone should read this book who wants to learn

more about Christ and HIS plan for us.I encourage all, even if you're a non-believer, it will totally

open your eyes to incredible truths!!
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